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Molecular mechanics calculation of geometries of NAD + derivatives, 
modified in the nicotinamide group, in a ternary complex 
with horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase 
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Department of Organic Chemistry, Eindhoven University of Technology 

(Received February 16/April25, 1988) - EJB 88 0190 

The geometry of seven NAD + analogues bound to horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase (LADH) modified 
only in their nicotinamide group, have been studied using AMBER molecular mechanics energy-minimization 
procedures. Starting geometries were taken from X-ray crystallographic data for NAD+/Me2SO/LADH reported 
by Eklund and co-workers. In this study the NAD' analogues were encaged by the constituent amino acids of 
the enzyme within a range of 0.6 nm from the initial NAD+/Me2SO/Zn2+ complex. The calculational method 
used is able to rationalize individual substituent effects and to evaluate the essential interactions between NAD+ 
analogue, enzyme, Me2S0 and Zn2+ without the necessity of additional X-ray data. The results presented here 
demonstrate that the reactivity of NAD' derivatives as reported in literature can be qualitatively related to the 
position of the pyridine moiety in the active site. 

In a recent paper we have shown the use of AMBER 
molecular mechanics calculations and energy minimizations 
[I-41 to be very useful to obtain insight into the relevant 
interactions between the coenzyme nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide (NAD +) and the enzyme horse liver alcohol de- 
hydrogenase (LADH) in a ternary complex with dimethyl 
sulfoxide (Me,SO) [ 5 ] .  It has been shown that this calculation 
method can give a reasonably good estimate of the coenzyme 
geometry in the active site of the complex. Moreover it can be 
used to analyse individual interactions between all constituent 
units of the ternary complex and provides a strong indication 
of their relative importance to the actual coenzyme geometry. 

The results prompted us to test whether AMBER can 
be used to obtain a description of the geometry of NAD' 
analogues in the ternary complex. In this paper we will report 
the AMBER molecular modelling package applied to 
minimize the conformational energy of successively sNAD+, 
ac3PdAD+, clac3PdADf, pp3PdAD+, PdAD', m4NAD+ 
and cn3PdAD' within a cage constructed by a limited number 
of amino acids of the enzyme. Kinetic data for the enzyme- 
catalyzed reactions with several of the previously mentioned 
coenzyme analogues have been reported [6]. Interpretation 
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Abbreviations. LADH, horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase; 
sNAD+, thionicotinamide - adenine dinucleotide; ac3PdAD+, 
3-acetylpyridine - adenine dinucleotide ; clac'PdAD + , 3-chloroacet- 
ylpyridine - adenine dinucleotide; pp3PdAD+, 3-propionylpyri- 
dine - adenine dinucleotide; PdAD +, pyridine - adenine dinucleo- 
tide; m4NAD+, 4-methyl nicotinamide- adenine dinucleotide; 
cn3PdAD+, 3-cyanopyridine- adenine dinucleotide; m4sNAD+, 
4-methylthionicotinamide - adenine dinucleotide; Me2S0, dimethyl 
sulfoxide; RMS, root mean square. 

Enzymes. Horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1 . l); lactate 
dehydrogenase (EC I .I .I .27). 

of these results in terms of coenzyme geometries remains 
speculative so far. This study presents a novel approach in 
estimating ternary complex coenzyme geometries independent 
of the availability of additional X-ray data. It will be shown 
that using this technique one is able to rationalize individual 
substituent effects. The results presented here clearly demon- 
strate that the overall reactivity of the NAD' derivatives 
is in most cases directly related to the coenzyme analogue 
geometry in the ternary complex. These features render this 
calculation technique of potential value in the rational design 
of new coenzyme derivatives. 

PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATIONAL STUDIES 

Energy calculations and total energy minimizations 
energies were performed with the AMBER molecular mech- 
anics package (version 3.0) [7] on a VAX 11/785 computer. 
The procedure is adopted directly from the method developed 
in our previous paper [5]. Again an invariant cage of 44 amino 
acids representing the active site of LADH was constructed 
from X-ray crystallographic data of a ternary complex of 
NAD +/LADH/Me,SO reported by Eklund and co-workers 
(0.29-nm resolution, crystallographic R factor of 0.22) [8]. The 
residue numbers of the amino acids which were taken into 
account are: 46-48, 51, 56, 57, 67, 68, 93, 94, 116, 140, 141, 

274, 291 -295, 316-320, 362 and 369. Conformational 
changes of the active-site amino acids as a result of the rather 
small modifications of the nicotinamide moiety only are 
neglected in our calculations. As far as we know, con- 
formational changes in the enzyme due to modification of the 
pyridine moiety of the coenzyme have not been reported in 
literature [9]. 

The three-dimensional structure of the NAD + analogues 
was derived directly from the X-ray NAD+ geometry using an 

173-175, 178, 182, 200-204, 222-225, 228, 268, 269, 271, 
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Fig. 1 .  Stereodiagrams of the nicotinamide moiety of the optimized NAD' analogue geometries (-). The structure represented by the 
broken line is the energy-refined geometry of the NAD' coenzyme. (a) sNAD+; (b) m4NAD+; {c) ac3PdAD+; (d) pp3PdAD+; (e) 
clac3PdAD+; (f) PdAD'; (g) cn3PdAD+ 

interactive computer graphics program (Chem-X, July 1987 
update, copyright Chemical Design Oxford Ltd, Oxford). 
Structural parameters not available in the AMBER data base 
were added using standard bond lengths and angles. (It is 
possible to obtain these parameters from the authors.) Har- 
monic force constants were either obtained from literature or 
extrapolated from available data [lo, 111. Atomic charges 
were calculated using the MNDO semi-emperical molecular 
orbital method. 

All energy minimizations were performed until the RMS 
gradient value of the energy was less than 4.18 kJ nm-' 
(1 .O kcal nm-'), using the distance-dependent dielectric con- 
stant [lo, 12, 131 and treating all CH, CH2 and CH3 groups 
as united atoms. Since the actual structure of the phosphate 
bridge has been shown to be of minor importance to the 
conformation of the nicotinamide group [5],  the presumed 
inclusion of a water molecule near the phosphate bridge bind- 
ing region can be ignored. The same holds for the adenosine 
part of the coenzyme which justifies the introduction of a 
positional restraint on the exocyclic adenine NH2 group in 
order to reduce the computational time. 

In our earlier work we have mentioned the necessity of 
either fixing the zinc ion at its initial position or simulating 
the enzyme - Zn2+ interactions by deprotonating the Cys-46 
and Cys-174 residues, including formal negative charges to 
both residues via modification of the AMBER data base. The 
latter method has been shown to lead to the introduction of 
repulsion forces between the negatively charged cysteine-46 

sulfur atom and the 0 2 ,  and 04' atoms of the ribose unit adja- 
cent to the nicotinamide group. These newly introduced inter- 
actions primarily determine the position of the ribose unit 
concerned. As a result of the repositioning of the ribose unit, 
the nicotinamide moiety of the energy-refined NAD + ge- 
ometry is somewhat shifted leading to a slightly better fit with 
the X-ray structure. In order to prevent build-up of extra 
tension in the glycosidic bond, we have applied the method 
of fixing the zinc ion. In this context it should be noted 
that the arbitrary choice between these two methods only 
introduces a different systematic error in the energy-refined 
geometries of NAD' and its analogues, probably even smaller 
than the deviations resulting from inaccuracies in the amino 
acid X-ray data. Using slightly erroneous positional param- 
eters for the core of amino acids will inevitably perturb the 
optimal NAD + and NAD + analogue geometries. For this 
reason it is not sensible to give a highly detailed description 
of the coenzyme (analogue) geometry using X-ray data of 
limited resolution (e.g. the NAD + -carbony1 out-of-plane 
orientation [14, 151). Since such deviations of the core of 
amino acids are systematically present in all minimization 
procedures, effects tend to cancel when two energy-refined 
structures are compared. In addition, the initial NAD+ ge- 
ometry may be somewhat erroneous owing to the limited reso- 
lution of the X-ray data. These inaccuracies however are likely 
to be systematically corrected within the energy-minimization 
procedures. From the foregoing, it is evident that in order to 
evaluate the effect of substituents upon the NAD + geometry, 
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Table 1. Conformational parameters of energy-refined NAD' and N A D +  derivatives 
Nomenclature of the coenzyme (analogue) torsion angles are depicted in Fig. 2 

Compound X A  YA P A  @A i A  i N  @N P N  YN XN 

degrees 

NAD' 
sNAD' 
ac3PdAD' 
clac3PdAD' 
pp3PdAD+ 
PdAD+ 
m4NAD' 
cn3PdAD' 

252 288 
250 287 
252 287 
252 287 
251 288 
251 287 
250 292 
251 290 

150 
151 
150 
150 
150 
150 
160 
153 

70 
70 
71 
70 
70 
70 
72 
65 

85 
82 
84 
84 
84 
83 
85 
85 

21 1 54 
215 52 
213 55 
212 55 
212 54 
214 52 
207 53 
21 3 48 

185 
186 
185 
184 
184 
188 
194 
188 

49 
52 
55 
55 
55 
45 
49 
51 

244 
246 
264 
267 
267 
217 
245 
235 

R' 

Fig. 2. Nomenclature of the coenzyme torsion angles and the atoms 
used in the text. Nomenclature is in accordance with the IUPAC-IUB 
convention, see Eur. J. Biochem. 131, 9-15 (1983). R = C(0)NH2, 
C(O)CH3, C(O)CHZCHj, C(O)CHzCHZCI, C(S)NH2, CN, H;  
R' = CH3, H 

the energy-refined NAD' geometry should be used as a refer- 
ence. 

RESULTS 
During energy minimization of the NAD + analogues, the 

initial total energy drops within the range 502 - 3930 kJ 
mol-', all converging to a value of 4100 kJ mol-'. The 
smallest total energy decrease is observed for PdAD'. On 
substituting the pyridinium moiety, the energy drop increases 
up to a maximum value obtained for sNAD'. Upon energy 
refinement, a similar pattern (the energy drop varies over 
250- 1925 kJ mol-') for the interaction energy between 
the coenzyme derivatives and the core of amino acids is ob- 
served. 

Computer-generated stereodiagrams (Chem-X) of the 
nicotinamide moiety of the optimized geometries, relative to 
the energy-refined geometry of the active part of NAD' itself, 
are presented in Fig. 1 .  Since conformational discrepancies 
are restricted to the nicotinamide moiety, only these regions 
of the NAD' structures are drawn. (Stereodiagrams of the 
entire structure of the analogues as well as the Cartesian coor- 

dinates of the energy-refined geometries are available from 
the authors.) Neither the zinc ion nor the amino acids are 
depicted since they are invariant during all calculations. 
Table 1 lists the numerical values of the torsion angles (Fig. 2) 
of the coenzyme analogues. Total interaction energies are 
summarized in Table 2. 

On the basis of energy-refined geometries, NAD' and 
its analogues can be divided into three groups. Each group 
consists of derivatives with structures which are perturbed 
from the energy-refined NAD' geometry in quite a similar 
way. The torsion angle of the glycosidic bond can serve as a 
probe for the description of the conformational changes of 
the pyridine moieties. This can be done because the ribose 
unit is hardly displaced upon energy refinement and bond 
distances and angles of the nicotinamide moiety remain near 
to their optimal values. Independent of this parameter, the 
same subdivision is achieved using the interaction energies as 
a criterion. 

Proceeding from category I to I1 the torsion angle of 
the glycosidic bond increases considerably. The interaction 
energies between the coenzyme analogues and MezSO de- 
creases at the expense of the interaction energies between the 
coenzyme and the zinc ion. These effects are certainly due to 
the absence in analogues of category I1 of the nicotinamide 
amino group. The size of the pyridine moieties of the ana- 
logues of category 111, on the other hand, is smaller than the 
size of categories I and 11. This feature, in combination with 
the total absence of the amide group and its interactions (e.g. 
with Me,SO, see Table 3), renders the pyridine moiety rather 
mobile. The electrostatic repulsion between the positively 
charged pyridinium moiety and the zinc ion can therefore 
easily relax, inducing a relatively large perturbation of the 
glycosidic torsion angle. 

DISCUSSION 

Two factors govern the rate of hydride transfer: (a) the 
spatial relationship between substrate and the pyridine moiety 
and (b) the intrinsic reactivity of the pyridine. The former is 
derived from the present calculations, the latter is determined 
from the rate of reaction with dithionite. Some relevant data 
are shown in Table 4. 

The thiono analogue is three times more reactive versus 
dithionite than NAD'. Furthermore their position in the 
active site is the same (Fig. 1, Table 1). It is therefore to be 
expected that the thiono analogue is at least as active in the 
enzyme as NAD'. Actually the overall enzymatic reation with 
ethanol as substrate is faster. This may be partially due to a 



Table 2. Total interaction energies of energy-refined NAD' and NAD' derivatives 
1 rcpresents the coenzyme (analogue), 2 the core of amino acids, 3 the zinc ion and 4 MezSO 

Compound Interaction energy of 

1-1 1-2 1-3 1-4 2-2 2-3 2-4 3-3 3-4 4-4 

kJ . mol-' 

NAD' -17.8 
sNAD+ - 7.5 
ac3PdAD+ - 26.9 
clac3PdAD+ -33.2 
pp3PdAD' - 29.3 
PdAD' - 9.1 
m4NAD+ - 7.1 
cn3PdAD+ -48.2 

-826.8 - 8.7 
-810.5 - 2.4 
- 806.7 16.5 
-803.0 23.9 
- 808.4 20.8 
-172.1 -21.9 
-811.8 - 5.9 
-771.2 -17.0 

-11.2 
-12.8 
- 17.6 
-17.7 
- 17.9 
- 1.3 
- 14.4 
- 5.7 

3848.1 
3848.1 
3848.1 
3848.1 
3848.1 
3848.1 
3848.1 
3808.0 

1355.6 
1354.3 
1355.6 
1355.6 
1355.6 
1355.6 
1355.6 
1354.7 

-46.9 0 
-46.4 0 
-47.0 0 
-47.8 0 
-41.2 0 
-46.1 0 
-46.8 0 
-46.7 0 

-189.4 0.5 
-188.0 0.7 
-188.4 0.6 
-187.7 0.5 
-188.6 0.5 
-190.3 0.4 
-189.1 0.6 
-190.4 0.5 

Table 3. NAD' and its analogues divided into three categories using 
the torsion angle (xN) and the interaction energies 

Catc- Analogue X N  Interaction energy between the 
gory coenzyme (analogue) and 

enzyme Zn MezSO 

deg. kJ . rno1-l 

I NAD+ 
SNAD+ 
m4NAD+ 

I1 ac3PdAD+ 
clac3PdAD' 
pp3PdAD+ 

cn3PdAD+ 
I11 PdAD' 

244.4 
245.0 
246.2 

263.7 
267.0 
261.2 
217.2 
234.5 

-810.5 
-811.8 
-826.8 

-806.1 
- 803.4 
- 808.4 
- 772.1 
-771.2 

- 2.5 
- 5.9 
- 8.8 

16.3 
23.8 
20.9 

-28.0 
-17.1 

-13.0 
- 14.2 
-11.3 

- 17.6 
- 17.6 
- 18.0 
- 1.3 
- 5.9 

Tablc 4. Some kinetic data of NAD+.  ac3PdAD' and sNAD' with 
respect to reaction with dithionite 

S - 1  M-1 s - l  M 
NAD + 130 [23] 47 [22] 2.8 
ac3PdAD + 300 1050 0.29 
SNAD + - 150 - 

higher rate of dissociation from the enzyme of the reduced 
coenzyme, which is the rate-limiting step in the case of NAD' 
[161. 

For NAD' and ac3PdAD+ the rate of hydride transfer 
has been directly determined by stopped-flow measurements. 
The hydride transfer is only a factor of 2.3 faster for the 
analogue than for NAD', although the intrinsic reactivity is 
22 times higher. The hydride transfer is therefore ten times 
lower than might be expected, which results from the fact 
that the acetyl pyridine moiety does not have the proper 
orientation (Fig. 1). 

At this stage we examined the availability of literature 
data concerning the kinetics of LADH-catalyzed reactions 
with NAD + derivatives modified in the nicotinamide group. 
Kinetic data are reported for 3-halopyridine- adenine di- 
nucleotide (C1, Br and I derivatives) [17-201, whereas X-ray 
crystallographic data are collected for the 3-iodo analogue 
[21]. The binding to LADH in the crystalline state, however, 
was determined under such conditions that the crystals of 

Table 5. Comparison between the calculated conformation of the NAD' 
analogues and their overall activity with lactate dehydrogenase 

Compound V,,, 100 x V,,,/V,,,(NAD+) 

sNAD+ 26-14" 
ac3PdAD + 4-33" 
pp3PdAD' 3- 6" 
clac3PdAD+ 5 b  

a Range covering values for dogfish, rabbit and beef enzyme. 
Dogfish enzyme. 

the complex were isomorphous with the apoenzyme crystals. 
Whether these nonactive binding modes represent intermedi- 
ate structures in binding the coenzyme (analogues) to LADH 
remains unknown. In consequence of this uncertainty, these 
analogues are not included in this study. 

As far as the authors are aware, there are no more detailed 
kinetic data available concerning LADH. There are however 
overall kinetic data for lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) [6], an 
enzyme which has a coenzyme binding domain that is almost 
identical to that of LADH. Although there is some ambiguity 
in applying calculations for LADH to LDH, there is a 
qualitative consistency between the calculated conformation 
of the coenzyme analogues and their overall activity with 
LDH. 

NAD' and sNAD', both category I, are fully active. 
Compounds of category I1 are also active, though to a smaller 
extent. Those of category 111, deviating most from NAD' 
conformation, exhibit no activity. Nevertheless they are com- 
petitive inhibitors with respect to NAD', implying that they 
bind to the same enzyme site. m4NAD' is a special case: it is 
a strong competitive inhibitor because it binds to LADH in 
the same way as NAD' does. The 4-methyl group, owing 
to its electron-releasing capacity however, renders the redox 
potential too negative for coenzyme activity [15]. 

Conclusions 
The overall reactivity of NAD' and NAD' derivatives in 

reactions catalyzed by dehydrogenases depends on several 
factors. Except for the intrinsic reactivity of the coenzyme 
(analogue) used, the dissociation rate of the reduced species 
is known to be of importance to the k,,, [22]. The intrinsic 
reactivity can be determined studying the non-enzymatic re- 
duction of an NAD' analogue. The relative importance of 
the coenzyme dissociation rate can be deduced from pre- 
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steady-state kinetics. By far the most difficult problem in 
quantifying the overall reactivity is estimating the influence 
of coenzyme geometry perturbations resulting from the intro- 
duction of substituents. Insight to these effects is very much 
dependent on the availability of crystallographic data con- 
cerning ternary complexes with NAD + derivatives. Not only 
is this technique very laborious, it cannot be applied under all 
circumstances; the preparation of single crystals is in most 
cases the limiting factor. For this reason explanation of effects 
resulting from coenzyme modification remain rather specula- 
tive. 

This study presents a new approach in estimating the 
ternary complex coenzyme analogue geometry independent 
from the availability of additional X-ray data. Substituent 
effects, resulting in perturbations of the positioning of the 
pyridine moiety, can be rationalized and are in most cases of 
crucial importance in explaining the overall enzymatic rate. 
In some cases, however, this study clearly indicated the redox 
potential to determine the reactivity of the NAD+ derivative. 
For instance the methyl group at the 4 position of m4sNADi 
has been said to cause considerable overcrowding [6]. Our 
study indicates, however, that on introducing the 4-methyl 
substituent, the NAD' geometry is well-preserved. The lack 
of activity of m4NAD+ derivatives can be easily explained by 
the electron-releasing capacity of the 4-methyl group [I 51. 
Owing to the limited resolution of the X-ray data, the calcu- 
lation method outlined in this paper cannot, as it is, be applied 
to determine exact geometries of NAD' analogues (e.g. CO 
out-of-plane rotation of the amide group, vide supra). In our 
opinion the method will become essentially more exact when 
high-resolution X-ray data for the initial NAD+/MezSO/ 
LADH complex become available. 

Research is in progress in our laboratory to determine 
kinetic data for several coenzyme analogue in LADH- 
catalyzed reactions. In particular, data concerning reactions 
with poor substrates, in which the actual hydride transfer 
becomes rate-limiting, will be gathered since these data are 
essential to establish quantitatively the relation between the 
measured enzymatic rates and the conformations of the 
coenzyme analogues used. In addition the technique de- 
veloped here will be used to select targets for site-directed 
mutagenesis in order to engineer genetically the enzyme so as 
to accept simple 3-carbamoyl-pyridinium derivatives instead 
of NAD + and to optimize interactions with analogues. 

Use of the services and facilities of the Dutch CAOSjCAMM 
Center under grant numbers SON-1 1-20-700 and STW-NCH- 
44.0703, is gratefully acknowledged. 
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